The #GH5050 2022 Report reveals a stark picture of #genderequality in global health organisations - only 1% of board seats are held by women from low-income countries. Every organisation must work to elevate diverse voices & ensure #BoardsForAll https://bit.ly/GH50502022

Over half of all board seats assessed in the 2022 #GH5050 Report are held by UK & US nationals. Despite many organisations pledges to advance #equality, men from high-income countries still dominate leadership roles. #RepresentationMatters #BoardsForAll https://bit.ly/GH50502022

Global health organisations lack commitment to advancing #equality on their boards. 75% of the organisations assessed by #GH5050 do not publish board diversity policies. Change is only possible if organisations commit publicly to building #BoardsForAll https://bit.ly/GH50502022

Global health orgs aren’t doing enough to give diverse voices a seat at the table. Only 10% of assessed orgs in the #GH5050 2022 Report have affirmative measures to promote women on boards & only 5% to address geographic imbalances. We need #BoardsForAll https://bit.ly/GH50502022

The new #GH5050 2022 Report, #BoardsForAll shows that leadership roles in #globalhealth are dominated by men from the Global North. It’s time to claim the room. With clear policies, orgs can commit to gender & geographic #diversity and become change-makers. https://bit.ly/GH50502022

Almost 1/2 orgs in the #GH5050 2022 Report have governing boards composed entirely of nationals of high-income countries. Now more than ever we need relevant, experienced & diverse #BoardsforAll - yet the voices of few continue to dominate https://bit.ly/GH50502022

Despite inequities highlighted in the global pandemic, are pushes for diversity stalling? Across 5 years the #GH5050 2022 Report finds 1/3 orgs have made no progress in their index & that orgs are failing to embrace diversity at the top. #BoardsforAll https://bit.ly/GH50502022

ACCOMPANYING SOCIAL GRAPHICS CAN BE DOWNLOADED HERE
[Name of org/ handle] is proud to be recognised as a very high performer in #leadership #diversity in the 2022 #GH5050 Report #BoardsForAll! We are pleased to be part of the #change and call on our fellow orgs to commit to better diversity for better health https://bit.ly/GH50502022

[Name of org/ handle] has been recognised as a fast riser in #diversity #leadership in the 2022 #GH5050 Report #BoardsForAll! Our commitment to more diversity has paid off in multiple ways including improving our performance - we invite others to make the #change https://bit.ly/GH50502022

The #GH5050 2022 Report highlights organisations that are setting the bar for #equality in #globalhealth. Change is possible when we commit to advance gender & geographic diversity on boards. We are proud to recommit ourselves to this: https://bit.ly/GH50502022 #BoardsForAll

ACCOMPANYING GRAPHICS FOR GOOD, HIGH, VERY HIGH SCORERS & FAST RISERS CAN BE FOUND HERE.